
GENERALIZATION OF A PROBABILITY LIMIT
THEOREM OF CRAMER

BY

W. FELLER

1. Introduction. Let {Xk\, k = 1, 2, • • • , be mutually independent ran-

dom variables, that is to say independent real functions in a space in which a

probability measure is denned. Let Vk(x) =Prob {Xk^x} be the distribution

function of Xk and suppose that the second moment

/«•
xdVk{x)

-00

exists; without loss of generality we may then assume that

(1.2) f    xdVk(x) = 0.
" -00

Let

(1.3) Sn = Xt + ■ ■ ■ + Xn

and
2 2 2

(1.4) Sn — ffi + • • • + rf„.

Finally, let Fn(x) = Prob be the distribution function of S„. The

independence of the Xn implies that

(1.5) Fx{x) = Ki(«),     Fn+1(x) = f+ Fn(x - y)dVn+1(y).
J -oo

The central limit theorem asserts that, under very general conditions,

(1.6) Fn(xsn)     $(*) = (27t)-1'2 f e-^'V^dy,

uniformly in every finite interval. If, however, with n—>o° also x—»<» it fol-

lows only that Fn(xsn)—*l, but it is not even clear whether 1 — F(xsn) is of the

same order of magnitude as 1 — $(x). In the Bernoulli case with

[0 for x < - p < 0,

Vk(x) = V(x) = ll - p   for -p^x<l-p,

[p        for   1 — p ^ x,
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the behavior of Fn(xsn) when x=x(n) —><=o has been the object of detailed

investigations by A. Khintchine [5]('), N. Smirnoff [7], P. L6vy [6] and

M. Frechet [4]. A more general case has recently been treated by H. Cramer

[2]; he considers the case of "equal components" where all Vk{x) are identical,

Vk(x) = V(x), and it is moreover supposed that the integral

(1.7) f ea*dV(x)

exists for all |a| <öo^O. Nothing seems to be known in the case of unequal

components. The problem as such has been stated by P. Levy [6, p. 289].

The purpose of the present paper is to generalize Cramer's result to the

case of unequal components. This generalization seems of interest in itself,

but it is also to serve as the basis for the establishment of the general form

of the so-called law of the iterated logarithm.

We shall consider only the case where | Xn\ has an upper bound of the form

o(sn). Since s„—»», this restriction is not very strong. In some cases it is possi-

ble to free oneself from this restriction, provided the "tails" J\x\> (SndVn{x)

are sufficiently small. However, in many applications the principle of equiva-

lent sequences of random variables will automatically reduce the considera-

tion to the case of bounded variables. Our proof is based on a straightforward

adaptation of Cramer's proof, although we shall avoid the use of character-

istic functions. Cramer's proof, in turn, rests on a transformation first used by

F. Esscher [3] in connection with an insurance problem. In the special case

of equal components our condition \Xn\ =o(sn) is more restrictive than

Cramer's condition that the integral (1.7) should exist. On the other hand,

our results will be slightly sharper than Cramer's, since it will be possible

for us to free ourselves of the logarithmic term in the remainder without in-

troducing a new hypothesis.

2. Results. Throughout what follows we shall suppose that the {Xk} are

subject to the conditions (1.1) and (1.2). Moreover, we shall suppose that

(cf. (1.4))

(2.1) I X»| < Xn5„, for k = 1, ■ ■ • , n.

In most applications the {Xk) will form an infinite sequence, and Xn—»0.

Condition (2.1) can then be replaced by \Xn\ <X„j„, provided that the se-

quence Xre is non-increasing. It should be noted, however, that Theorem 1 is

strictly a theorem on a finite sequence of random variables.

In §§3-5 we shall prove

Theorem 1. If

(2.2) 0 < \nx < (3 - 5l'2)/4:

(') The numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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then

(2.3) 1 - Fn(xsn) = - *(»)} + ßM-u/»»*].

Here 0 Aas an upper bound independent of the sequence {Xk} and of n; furthermore

CO

(2.4) Qn(x) = £ g»,,«»

wAere /Ae coefficient qn,, depends only on the v first moments of Vi(x), • • •, Vn(x).

If, more particularly,

(2.5) 0 < \nx < 1/12

then

(2.6) I 0\ < 9

and

(2.7) I ?«.»| < (l/7)(12Xn)".

Moreover, for any 0<i<j^nwe have

(2.8) I <?,(*) - Q,(«) I ̂  (1/2)(s* - s])/sl

Before describing the construction of qn,y in general we proceed to de-

scribe a few implications of Theorem 1. First let us observe that by applying

the theorem to the sequence { —Xk}, we obtain a corresponding theorem for

negative x. Since however Qn(x) depends also on moments of odd order the

behavior of Fn(xs„) for x—>— » will, in general, be different.

Since

(2.9) 1 - $(*) = (2x)-1'2a;-1e-(1'2>li!(l - d/x2)

with 0 <i? < 1 we can write (2.3) in the form

(2.10) 1 - Fn(xsn) = (2,r)-1/!!:«r1e-<1'2>*s<1+e»<*»[l - d/x2 + (2x),',9X»*]l

which shows the order of magnitude of the remainder as compared with that

of the main term.

To appreciate the meaning of the theorem consider the representative

case of a uniformly bounded sequence {Xk} with s2n~n. Then X„ = 0(«_1/2).

If, then , * = o («1/6) i t is seen that <2n (#) —»0 and X„#„ = o (w_1 /3); thus 1 — Fn (xsn)

will be of the order of magnitude of 1 — $(x). However, if x is of an order of

magnitude between nw and nlli, the order of magnitude of 1 — Fn(xsn) will

be that of {1— <!>(*) }e_(l/2)9»'il3; for an x between «l/4 and «3/10 the term

(l/2)g„,2x4 will be significant also, whereas X^"-53n.i^'+:!'~0, and so on. Still

Qn(x) = o(l) for x = o{n1'2),
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so that for x = o(nin) at least log (1 — Fn(xsn))~\og (1 — <f>(x)). Now if

x~n112, the behavior is quite different. Then (x2/2)<2n(a:)~const. x2, and

log (1 — F(xsn)) will be asymptotically equivalent to (a/2)x2 with a^l; in

other words log (1 — Fn(xsn)) will no longer be asymptotically equivalent to

log (1 — <£(*))• A similar change in the asymptotic behavior of 1 — F„(xs„) can

be observed in the general case and is of fundamental importance in connec-

tion with the law of the iterated logarithm.

For use in the same connection we note also the following simple corol-

lary to Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let a>0 be an arbitrary constant and let max (2, a) <x

<1/(100X„) and A„<1/100. Then there exist two constants 0<ai<ß2<l, de-

pending only on a, such that

1 - F((x + a/x)sn)
(2.11) ai <-—-<a2.

1 - F(xsn)

Proof. The theorem is an easy consequence of (2.10). The term in brackets

lies obviously between 1/2 and 3/2. From (2.7) we conclude furthermore that

I qn,,{x + a/x)'+2 - qn,,x"+2 \ ^ \ qn,v \ {v + 2){x + a/Xy+1a/x

3a(v + 2)

14

so that a^\(x+a/x)2(l+Qn(x+a/x)) -x2{l+Qn(x)) \ ^3a.

Choosing, say, a2 = 3e_a/2 and d= (l/5)e~3a/2 the theorem follows.

Theorem 2 is essentially equivalent to the following more elegant theorem

which has been discovered by Khintchine [5] in the case of the binomial and

generalized by Cramer [2] to the case of equal components.

Theorem 3. If x—><», x = o(l/X„), then

— a
1 — Fn((x + a/x)sn) 1 — $(x + a/x)

hm- = hm- = e
n-»        1 — Fn(xsn) »-»      1 — <£>(*)

The proof is similar to the preceding one.

We proceed, finally, to describe the construction of the function Q„(x).

Leti2)

(2.12) bk,, = f x'dVk{x)

and define quantities yk.v (Thiele's semi-invariants of Vk{x)) by

(2.13) log  f+ e^dV.iy) = Et*,,— !

(2) Note that here as in the following the integral actually extends only over the interval

\x\ <X„i„.
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(we have in particular
2

tk, 2 = bk,2,     yk,s — bk,3,     yk,i — bk,t — 3bk,2,
(2.14)

7fc,5 = bk,s — I0bk,ibk,3, ■ •■•

while 7jt,i =0 by (1.2)). We put

n

(2.15) r„., =

Then

x2     x2 00        v — 1
(2.16) —+        = E r„, —— h'

2      2 ,_2 c!

where h=h{x) is defined as the inverse function of

1   " kr-i

(2.17) * = — E Tn,
*. S       (r- 1)1

For the first two coefficients we obtain <

(2.18) ?».! = —£>M,
os„ fc-i

1" ln2 1/" \2

12s* *.l 45*  t-1 45« \ i_i /

3. A transformation. Following Esscher and Cramer we shall introduce a

transformation which will reduce { Vk(x)} to a new sequence of distribution

functions { Vkix)} for which the central limit theorem will become applica-

ble. For this purpose we introduce a real parameter h>0 which will later on

be specialized as a function of x and n.

We put

(3.1) pk= f+ eh'dV„(x),
* -00

and

(3.2) Vk(x) = — f eh«dVk(y).
phJ -oo

Then Vk(x) is again a distribution function. Moreover, Vk(x) obviously varies

only within a finite interval. Hence the moments

/+O0

xdVk(x)
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and

2 f +°° 2 — f+°°   2 _ _2
(3.4) ff* = I     (x — ntk) dVk(x) = I     a; dF^*) — mk

" —00 — 00

exist. In a manner analogous to (1.4) and (1.5) we define

(3.5) Mn = Mi + ■ ■ ■ + mn,
2 2 2

(3.6) Sn = tri + • • • + er„,

and

(3.7)
.+00

/+00_

FH(x - y)dVn+1(y).
-co

Now by (3.2)

(3.8) f Xe-h«dVk(y) = — f *<*74(y) = —
-oo Pk J -oo pit

Hence it is seen that

(3.9) Fn(x) = Pf- pn f V»»<Ö?«(y)
j -00

holds for w = l; using (1.5) and (3.7) it is seen that (3.9) holds generally.

Since Fn(x) is a distribution function we have, letting x—»so,

e-h»d7n(y).

Now it is our purpose to apply the central limit theorem to Fn(x). It will

therefore be convenient to write (3.10) in the form

e-w»+v->^dFn(Mn + ysn).
(z-A/„)/i„

This formula will be used for x = Mn only. Introducing the quantity

n

■(3.12) P„»£log**
4-1

we deduce from (3.11) finally

(3.13) 1 - Fn(Mn) = efv-^n C r*m4Pj(Jtm + yj.).
J 3
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4. Some estimates. Operating for the moment in a purely formal manner

we have by (2.13) and (3.1)

■A h"
(4.1) log pk = 2-,7k,

y=2

A simple computation shows that (cf. (3.3) and (3.4))

dlogp,      - h"-1
(4.2) mh =-— = 2.7*.

dh (>- 1)!

_s    dMog^      - A-2
(4.3) 0-4 =-—— =2.7*.»

<f h* (f — 2)!

Using (2.16), (3.5), and (3.6) we obtain

* *»
(4.4) P.^r,,,-,

r-i x!

00 JyV—1

(4.5) Mn = £ r»,,
£t     '   ("- 1)1

A""2
(4.6) j„ = E r„.

»=2        (" — 2)!

We now proceed to find majorating power series for these expressions. It

follows from (2.1) and (2.12) that for k = 1, • • • ,n

(4.7) I bt., \ = <r*(X**»)*~S ^ (X„5n)'.

Now by (1.2)

A h"
(4.8) pk**t+T,h,,— ■

»=2 x!

We shall actually use only values 0<X„s„&<l/5, so that pk remains near 1.

It follows from (4.1) and (4.7) that

A *' 'if, «1 A (jLsntf)
Z.U.- < - log < 1 - — 2.-;—f
y-2 Vi I X„2S2    ,=2 ?! )

2

{1 —        (ex",n'' — 1 -\nsnh)\,

(4.9)

= - log

where the sign < indicates that the power series on the left is majorated by

that on the right. Now write for the moment
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(4.10) - log {1 - (e* - 1 - *) } =2p,-
»-2 V\

so thatp2=l, P3=l, P4 = 4, p6 = ll, p„^0. Differentiating (4.10) twice we ob-

tain

xex + 1 " x"-2

(4.11) - =Ep»-
(2 + x-e*)2     % (r-2)l

Substituting here * = 1/2 we obtain easily that

Ep„     — (1/2)— < 3/10,
P=6    (f - 2)!

whence

(4.12) 0 g a»/(* - 2)! = (1/2) ■ 2'-2 for f jg 3.

Comparing (4.9) with (4.10) and noting that Ot<X„j5 we deduce readily that

(4.13) i 7fc.,| g (<7*/(X„s„)2)p,(X„Sn)", v = 3,

or by (4.12)

(4.14) (l/(» - 2)!) I T,„I = (l/2)<rt(2X„s„)'~2, r £ 3.

Accordingly we have by (2.15)
v-2

(4.15) (l/(» - 2)!) I r».,| ^ (s„/2)(2Xns„)    , x = 3,

whilst r„,2 = 5^; this allows us to deduce majorating expressions forP„, Mn

and si (cf. (4.4)-(4.6)).

5. Application of the central limit theorem. Using (4.14) and (4.2) it fol-

lows that

,        i 2    / 1 X„Sn&      \ 2 2/ 1 X„5„Ä \
(5.1)    \mk \^ckh(l +-) ^ Ksnhi 1 + —--);

11 \       2   1 - 2\nsnh) \       2   1 - 2\nsnh/

observing that Tn,2 = sl it follows similarly from (4.6) that

(5.2)        I si - sl\ $ T, I r»., 1 "     ^ si
„_3 (v — 2)1 1 — 2X„snÄ

Now, by definition, Vk{x) (k = l, ■ • ■ , n) varies only within the interval

\x\ <X„jn. Accordingly, if we restrict X„s„A to an interval 0<X„5„A<c<l/2,

Vk(x) will not vary outside of an interval centered at mk and of length 0(X„s„).

It follows (A. C. Berry [l, Theorem 4]) that (cf. (1.6))

I Fn(Mn + xsn) - $(*) I = 0(X„).

More precisely let us suppose that, say,

<.v-2 \nsnh
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(5.3) 0 < \nsnh < 1/10.

Then

\sl/sn- 1| < 1/8,    and   \mk \ < (17/160)X»s».

Therefore for k = 1, • • • , n

f dVk(x + mk)=—f eh*dVk(x)

g — f       ekxdVk(x) = 0.
pkJ |x|>X„a„

Accordingly, using Berry's theorem, we have

(5.4) Fn(Mn + xsn) = $(x) + Rn(x)

with

(5.5) I R„(x) I < (13/3)X„.

Introducing (5.4) into (3.13) we obtain

(5.6) 1 -Fn(Mn) = ep»-''s»|(2x)-1'2 j e-h-,ny-amy'dy + j e-«»^n(y)|.

Now, using (5.5) we obtain

In 00 oo

j   e-h'^dRn{y)  =   - i?„(0) + hsn J e-*3»*Rm{y)dy
J 0 "0

(which result can be derived also by means of the second mean value theo-

rem). The last inequality together with (5.6) shows that

(5.7) 1 - Fn(Mn) = ef-Ä(e(i/')('i.)'(l - *(/**„)) + 0X\4,

where

(5.8) I 0i| < 26/3.

We now have to determine h so that

_       - h'~l
(5.9) Af„ «s 2J IV,- = xsn.

k=2 {* — 1)!

We write the inverse series formally,

1  00 1 /       x2   " \
(5.10) h = — Y,cn,yx' = —lx-- 2 &*.3 +•■•)•

Using Cauchy's principle for majorating series and the estimate (4.15) it is

=S (26/3)X„
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readily seen that the formal inversion of (5.9) is possible at least for all values

of x for which the inversion of

1 M
(5.11) x = snh-£ (2\„)"-2(*„A)'-1

4 „_3

is possible. The substitution

(5.12) \rx = u,      X„s„A = z

reduces (5.11) to

1  M 1 z2
(5.13) « = z-£ (2z)> = z-;

8 S 2  1 -: z

the inverse function

1 + 2« - I 1 - 6« + 4m2I1/2 "
(5.14) z =-!- = u + £ c*«r

5 p=2

is regular in the interval (2.2). Using an inductive argument we readily de-

duce from the series-expansion in (5.13) that

d"z

du"
= 0

u-0

for all v. Hence c*^0; we have in particular c2* = 1/2 and c3* = 3/2. For u = 1/6

we obtain z = l/5 and hence
00

£c*6~" - 1/80;

accordingly we have for v ̂  2

0 g c* = (1/12)6-1.

Returning to the original variables x and Ä it follows that for v ̂  2

(5.15) I        = (1/12X6X,,)-1

and

x 6\nx
(5.16) 5„Ä - x <-

12 1 — 6\nx

We note in particular that the restriction of x to the interval (2.5) implies that

(5.17) \nsnh = 13/144 < 1/10

so that (5.3) holds; this justifies the numerical estimate of §4.

For m = (3-51'2)/4 we obtain from (5.14) z= (1/2)(1 -5-1'2) <l/2. Hence
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to values of x in the interval (2.2) there correspond values of A<l/(2X„s„);

by (4.15) these values are within the interval of convergence of the power

series

(5.18) kM„ - Pn = £ r,.,-h".

Hence we can write

X2       X2 X2       X2 °°

(5.19) hMn - Pn = —+ —Qn(x) = — + — Z ?»,,*',
2      2 2      2 p_i

where the last series converges at least within (2.2). Now define a new power

series

(5.20) Qn(x) = £?«..*'
*=2

by substituting

a; 6X„*
(5.21) s*A* = H-

12 1 - 6\„x

into

x2     x* (s*h*)2     s*2h*2 -
(5.22) - + -Q*(x) = ^—- + —— £ (2X„s*A*)-'.

2      2 2 6 ,_3

It has been shown that the series (5.21) and (5.22) are dominating series

for snh and for hM„ — Pn, respectively. Hence (5.22) dominates the series

(5.19) so that \qn,r\ ^q$,r. However, an easy computation shows that

1+<2„*(1/12X„)<1.26 and that g*,i = 5X„/3; it follows that^,,<(l/7)(12XB)',
which proves that Qn(x) has the properties stated in Theorem 1.

Now by (5.7), (5.9) and (5.19)

(5.23) 1 - Fn(xSn) = fi(l/2)x2(l+On(x)){e(l/2)(A.-„)2(1 _ + 0lX„ } .

It remains to show that here hsn can be replaced by x = Mn/sn. Comparing

the power series for hsn and Mn/sn it is seen that the terms of first and second

order in h are the same; hence hSn = x+0(x3\n); more precisely we have

(5.24) I h!» - x\ < 2.45Xn*3,

provided only that (2.5) holds. Now let for the moment

(5.25) f(t) = e^'^l - *(*)}.

Then
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f'{t) = - (27I-)-1'2 + teVi»''{l - $(/)},

and a well known asymptotic expansion shows that

0 = -/'(*) ^ l/(2*)l'W.

Accordingly by (5.24)
2 S

■ ,2.45 \nx 2
J{hSn) - f(x)   <-^ X»x.

U J     1     (27r)"2 (* - 2.6X2*3)2

Thus we have by (5.23) and (5.25)

l - Fn(XSn) = rw*>*o*+<ß»[fa) + e{Kn + d\n\,

where |t?| <\nx and \8i\ <26/3 (cf. (5.8)).

This proves the main part of Theorem 1. It remains only to prove (2.8).

Now it follows from (2.15) and (2.16) that

xKQiix) - &(*)) = £ ,  *' ,  £ yk,.
.=2  (v — 2)lV k-i+1

Accordingly, using (4.14),

A2 °° ' i
*2 I Qi(*) ~ QM I g — £ 2(XnsnA)'-2 £ <r*

4   »=2 Jfc-i+1

A2     2 2 1

4 1 — 2X„s„A

This implies (2.8) since snh/x< 13/12 and X„s„A< 1/10 by (5.16) and (5.17),
respectively.
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